
Slightly different approach this time to the parts where the colour does not matter as they are hidden in the completed build. In the plans 
these are shown in BLUE but use any colour you have or can buy cheaply. Some pieces in certain colours are 'rare' and can cost quite a lot 
more than 'common' ones of the same shape.  

Build notes - The first stage build is very similar to my Titan II build. With the boosters there is a side force put on the model when they are 
removed and there is some additional strengthening to stop the lower half working loose. The rocket is also quite tall and when 'swooshed' 
there is a lot of weight on the join to the upper stages. The addition of the 4M axle with end stop strenghens the connection and stops the 
model splitting when played with. 

Build Notes - Initially I made the boosters with attachment points at the top and bottom of the booster. However, when I pulled  the Booster 
from the rocket this tended to loosen the connections around the middle of the booster and I was always pushing the booster back together. 
The solution was to keep the two connections close together towards the botton of the rocket. You may also notice that I have used the 
quarter circle pieces on two layers which are one colour. I thought I could just use a 4x4 round brick for those layers but this turned out to 
provide a much weaker connection than the quarter circle pieces and the booster tended to break at the connection. Using the same build 
technique throughout the whole booster stops this happening. 

The boosters feature two large Thrust Vector Control tanks on the side. For the connections I would recommend new pieces (snaps and the 
pistols) I had a few pistols in my spare parts and some gave a stronger connection than others - but I know that some of mine had spent a 
few years held in clips and this may have very slightly deformed them. It is the shorter 'hand grip' connection which can be loose. I used new 
snap connectors too to make sure I got the best connection possible. 

 



 
 





 



 







 





 





 


